Descriptors with learned features, other than descriptors with handcrafted features, have been popular in the research community. In this paper, we propose a novel piecewise loss function to improve the performance of learned descriptor, which is inspired by the nearest neighbor distance ratio matching strategy (the matching criterion for SIFT). In our strategy, if the distance ratio between positive and closest negative example is larger than a threshold, the loss will be chosen as HardNet loss; If the ratio is smaller than the threshold, the loss will be confusion. Applying the proposed loss function to the L2Net and HardNet architecture, the proposed descriptor is named ConfusionNet. Specifically, we find that adding the confusion to train local descriptors can achieve better performance. Comparing with previous works, we show in the experiments that ConfusionNet achieves state-of-the-art results in patch retrieval, patch verification, and image matching.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, numerous computer vision problems are solved by deep learning methods, e.g. object recognition [1] - [4] , image retrieval [5] - [13] , object detection [14] - [18] and human face identify [19] - [21] . Although deep learning methods achieve gratifying performance in many computer vision tasks, some practical fields (such as image matching, camera localization, and 3D reconstruction [22] , [23] ) are always solved by traditional local feature methods, due to their efficiency and robustness. To solve the problems in these fields, traditional methods, e.g. SIFT [24] and ORB [25] , consist of three main steps: (1) using the classical hand-crafted detectors to find some keypoints; (2) using the classical hand-crafted descriptors to generate distinguishing features from local patches of the keypoints; (3) using robust matching methods to select the inlier matching pairs. Fig. 1 shows the mean idea of the matching criterion for SIFT. Firstly, each feature will be calculated to find its nearest neighbors, like the red point and the blue point. Then the first to second nearest neighbor distance ratio η will be compared. Only if η < , the nearest neighbor will be the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Guitao Cao . matched point. Finally, the matched pairs can be used to calculate the relationship between two input images.
Recently, much attention has been paid to replace the traditional hand-crafted algorithm with deep learning methods. Yet, it is highly challenging to reformulate the detector-descriptor pipeline as a differentiable end-to-end process, and existing researches [26] - [30] usually replace hand-crafted descriptors with the learned ones. Although these descriptors achieve good performance in patch verification tasks, they are not popular in practical applications. Especially, according to a recent research [31] , in some complicated tasks, like 3D reconstruction, traditional hand-crafted features (SIFT and its variants) still prevail over the learned ones. To improve the performance of learned descriptors, a lot of metric losses have been proposed. All of them aimed to lessen the distance between positive pairs while enlarging the distance between negative pairs. Here, we assume that Fig. 1 includes three descriptors with the same CNN architecture trained by different losses. Descriptor (a) is the worse one, due to it cannot judge whether or not the red point is matched. Despite the nearest neighbor distance of (c) is less than (b), nobody can easily judge descriptor (c) is better than (b), because (b) and (c) can both find the matched red point, and descriptor (c) may be overfitting of these data. An introduction for nearest neighbor distance ratio matching strategy. The red point is the nearest neighbor with distance d 1 , and the blue point is the second nearest neighbor with distance d 2 . And the green dotted line means the threshold · d 2 . If d 1 < · d 2 , the red point is the matched keypoint. Therefore, the red point in (a) is not matched, but the red points in (b) and (c) are the matched keypoints.
If the CNN descriptors are overfitting, the performances of them will be poor. Therefore, the network structure of state-of-the-art descriptors are designed to reduce overfitting. Tian et al. [28] used a compact structure in L2Net and Mishchuk et al. [29] added the dropout layer [32] in HardNet.
Overfitting is a common issue in deep learning, and the methods to reduce overfitting are not only designing the special structure but also adding training data and special loss function. Numerous researches [33] have been proposed to reduce overfitting in deep learning, such as data augment and regularization. Furthermore, some researches in the task of fine-grained recognition find that adding confusion or noise to train the CNN classifier can achieve better performance.
In this paper, we intend to improve the performance of learned descriptor, which is based on the convolutional neural network (CNN). Inspired by the nearest neighbor distance ratio matching strategy (the matching criterion for SIFT [24] ), we firstly porpose a novel piecewise loss function with confusion to train the CNN learned descriptor, named Confusion-Net, which could significantly reduce the overfitting problem. If the distance ratio between positive and closest negative example is larger than a threshold , the loss will minimize the positive distance and maximize the closest negative distance like previous methods; If the distance ratio is less than , the loss will be confusion to reduce overfitting. In our experiments, under the same architecture of previous works, ConfusionNet achieves state-of-the-art results in standard benchmarks for local features, including Brown dataset [34] , HPatches dataset [35] , and Oxford dataset [36] .
II. RELATED WORK A. LEARNING BASED LOCAL FEATURE
The research of designing local descriptor has been transferred from hand-crafted ones to learning based ones. In recent years, a lot of papers in learned CNN based descriptor are proposed. Zagoruyko et al. [37] proposed a CNN structure with Spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [38] for a siamese architecture to account for a wide variety of changes in image appearance. MatchNet [27] , a two-stage siamese CNN architecture, was proposed to train a learned descriptor and visualize the response of each layer from their network. Although MatchNet improved matching performance, it hindered to use fast approximate nearest neighbor algorithms for matching. Simo-Serra et al. [39] proposed DeepDesc, a network was trained using L 2 distance by adopting a mining strategy to find hard negative samples, to exploit pair-based similarity. However, DeepDesc required amounts of training data to ensure performance. To train the CNN based descriptor, Balntas et al. [40] proposed a triple margin loss and a triplet distance loss, and the strategy wass to randomly select sampling patch triplets. To learn high-performance descriptor that could be matched by L 2 distance, Tian et al. proposed L2Net [28] . L2Net used n matching pairs in batch to generate n 2 − n negative samples and it required that the distance to the ground truth matching should be minimum in each row and column. Furthermore, Tian et al. proposed a complicated loss to reduce the similarity of the intermediate feature maps of different patches. Inspired by nearest neighbor matching strategy, Mishchuk et al. proposed HardNet [29] , which was trained by a novel metric loss with the same architecture as L2Net, and it achieved state-of-the-art performance. HardNet selected n hard-negative samples from n 2 − n negative samples of L2Net. Later, He et al. [30] proposed DOAP (Descriptors Optimized for Average Precision), which was trained by a sampling strategy named listwise ranking. Besides, He et al. made use of the Spatial Transformer module [41] to effectively reduce geometric noise.
B. LEARNING FROM CONFUSION
In the meantime, according to some researches of fine-grained recognition, training a CNN with confusion could improve the classification performance, because adding noise or confusion could reduce overfitting. Prior works in fine-grained recognition included that employ label noise [42] and data noise [43] , [44] in training CNN. Neelakantan et al. [45] improved the generalization perfor- the pairwise confusion [46] and the Maximum-Entropy loss [47] to improve the performance of the CNN classifiers. To best of our knowledge, no work in local descriptor learning use a loss with confusion to improve the descriptors.
III. THE PROPOSED DESCRIPTOR: ConfusionNet
In this section, the details of the architecture, sampling strategy and the novel piecewise loss function with confusion are introduced.
A. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
HardNet [29] and DOAP [30] are the two state-of-the-art learned descriptors, and they are adopted from L2Net [28] with different loss function. To compare with prior learned descriptors fairly, we use the same CNN architecture for ConfusionNet, which is shown in Fig. 2(a) . All the 3 × 3 Conv modules include convolutional layer, batch normalization layer [48] and ReLU layer [49] . The operation '/2' means downsampling by convolution with stride 2. The 8 × 8 Conv module, including convolutional layer and batch normalization, and it follows the Dropout layer [32] . Local Response Normalization (LRN) is set as the last layer to generate the unit feature. This architecture converts the input grayscale patches with the size of 32 × 32 to 128 dimensional descriptors.
B. SAMPLING STRATEGY
The sampling strategy of our method is similar to previous work. The most difference is that our method need to find the maximum distance between the anchor and the negative examples, as shown in Fig. 2 
..,n of matching patches is generated. A means the anchor and P means the positive example, and they correspond to the same point on 3D surface. Specifically, the batch X is exactly one pair originating from a given 3D point. Secondly, the patches A i and P i passed through the network, then get the descriptors a i for anchor and p i for positive. Later, the L2 distance matrix Dist(a, p), whose size is n × n, is calculated, where d(a i , p j ) = 2 − 2a i p j . Next, for each row and each column, the closest negative are selected as p j min and a k min , respectively. p j min , where j min = argmin j=1,..,n,j =i d(a i , p j ), to represent closest non-matching descriptor to a i . And a k min , where k min = argmin k=1,...,n,k =i d(a k , p i ), to represent closest non-matching descriptor to p i . Similarly, p j max and a k max mean the indices of the furthest negative example. To clarify clearly, we define D min (i) and D max (i) as follows:
where D min (i) and D max (i) mean the closest distance and the furthest distance of negative example of the i th patch, respectively.
C. PIECEWISE LOSS FUNCTION WITH CONFUSION
To explain our loss clearly, we should introduce the loss of HardNet first. The loss of HardNet is shown as
HardNet loss function includes a hard negative mining strategy and it aims to lessen the distance between the matching feature and enlarge the distance of the closest non-matching feature. Our loss is inspired by the matching criterion of SIFT [24] , and we intend to make the ratio between positive distance and minimum negative distance become stable. Our loss function is based on Eq. 3 and is shown as Eq. 6. It is a piecewise loss function with confusion. Similar to the nearest neighbor distance ratio matching strategy, firstly, we need to compute the distance ratio η i between positive distance and minimum negative distance as
and then we define the confusion weights ω i as
The novel piecewise loss function with confusion is shown as Eq. 6.
If all η i > , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the proposed piecewise loss function will be the same as the HardNet loss. If all η i < , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the proposed piecewise loss function will be confusion, and it aims to minimize D max (i) and maximize d(a i , p i ). Our loss function intends to train the model to the stable state: η i ≈ , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The complete steps of our method are shown in Algorithm 1.
D. TRAINING
Our experiments are based on the HardNet structure. 1 with Pytorch Library 2 We train the network from scratch 10 epochs using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with a linear decay of the learning rate from an initial value of 10, momentum of 0.9, weight decay 10 −4 , batch size 1024 and dropout rate of 0.3. The hyperparameter is set as 0.5. All the experiments are done with a single GPU GTX1080ti. for j = 1 to N bs do 3: Generate a batch X = (A i , P i ) i=1,...,n ;
4:
Use the descriptor M (θ) to generate the features: a i and p i ; 5: Use the features to compute a distance matrix Dist(a, p) like Fig. 2(b) ; 6: Compute D min (i) and D max (i) with Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, respectively; 7: Compute η i with Eq. 4; 8: Compute ω i with Eq. 5 of η i and ; 9: L = L confusion with Eq. 6 10: M (θ ) ⇐ Backprop(L, M (θ )) 11: end for; 12: end for Output: The trained descriptor M (θ )
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we provide a comparison of the proposed model to the state-of-the-art. We have selected L2Net [28] , HardNet [29] and DOAP [30] for direct comparison with our descriptor, because they have achieved state-of-the-art performance on variety of datasets. We conduct our experiments with three datasets: Brown dataset [34] , HPatches dataset [35] and Oxford dataset [36] . In the experiments, all the input of our network are grayscale patches with 32 × 32, so we resize input patches to this size.
A. BROWN DATASET
Brown dataset [34] , known as UBC Phototour, consists of three subsets: Liberty, Notre Dame and Yosemite. Each subset has approximately 400K keypoint local patches. All keypoints of Brown dataset are detected by DoG detector and verified the relationship by 3D model. The authors of Brown dataset provide a test set, consisting of 100K matching and non-matching pairs for each subset. The common setup is to train descriptor on one subset and to test on other two subsets. The false positive rate at 95% recall (FPR95) is used as the metric. We train our ConfusionNet on Brown dataset with data augmentation ( 90 • rotations and random flipping). The results are listed in Table 1 . HardNet [29] and DOAP [30] are two leading algorithms, which are trained with different loss functions with the same CNN architecture as ours. CS-L2Net is the L2Net with 'Center surround' architecture, and HardNet(GOR) is the descriptor that applied a global regularization technique in [50] to HardNet. DOAP-ST is the DOAP descriptor with the Spatial Transformer module [41] . CS-L2Net and DOAP-ST need extra computing time because they add some modules or steps to improve the performance of the descriptors.
Compared to existing approaches in Table 1 , Confusion-Net achieves state-of-the-art performance in UBC Phototour. We attribute the performance of ConfusionNet to the piecewise loss with confusion. As mentioned in Sec. III-B, the piecewise loss includes the hard negative mining, since it can achieve a good performance in testable information. Besides, the piecewise loss function also include confusion to reduce overfitting of the learned descriptor. Furthermore, we study the influence of mini-batch size on the performance of our loss function. We validate this by training the ConfusionNet model on Liberty, varying batch size between 256 to 2048, and monitoring the average of FPR95 on Notre Dame and Yosemite. Firstly, Fig. 3 shows that all the results are better than previous works, which means that the piecewise loss with confusion can improve the learned descriptor. Secondly, the performance is improved with larger batch size, and it is similar to HardNet [29] and DOAP [30] , because large batches allow the model to get the benefit from seeing more hard negative patches and learn to distinguish them.
B. HPatches DATASET
HPatches dataset [35] is a recent dataset for local patch descriptor evaluation. It contains 116 sequences, and each sequence has 6 images. 59 sequences of HPatches dataset are changed with viewpoint and 57 sequences are changed with illumination. In each sequence, there are 3 levels of geometric noise: Easy, Hard and Tough variants. Three tasks are defined as the HPatches benchmark, which are patch correspondence verification, image matching, and small-scale patch retrieval. Patch verification is to classify whether the input pair of patches are matched or non-matched. Image matching is to find the matched keypoints from the reference image to the target one. Patch retrieval is to find the corresponding patch from a large collection of patches vastly consisting of distractors. All the tasks use the Mean Average Precision (mAP) to judge the quality of the local feature descriptors. For a detailed protocol for each task, we refer the reader to the paper of HPatches benchmark [35] .
To compare the descriptors and the loss functions fairly, all the descriptors share the same architecture as L2Net without extra step or module. All the descriptors are trained with data augment for Liberty subset or for full Brown dataset. Results are shown on Table 2 ,3,4. ConfusionNet can obtain the best performance on all the tasks of HPatches with the same training data. And the ConfusionNet usually plays better performance than previous works when noisy is tough and hard. On the tasks of patch verification task, ConfusionNet has a small advantage over HardNet. For the most challenging task as mentioned in [35] , image matching, ConfusionNet imporves the performance of HardNet by nearly 0.5% mAP. In patch retrieval, ConfusionNet gets a small advantage over DOAP, 3 whose loss is focused on the optimization of patch retrieval. When using full Brown dataset for training, ConfusionNet++ also can obtain better performances (Retrieval and Matching) than HardNet++. 3 The results are different from those reported in [30] . And the results of DOAP are obtained from its homepage. 
C. OXFORD DATASET
In the last experiment, we use ConfusionNet to perform image matching in six image sequences from Oxford dataset [36] . All the keypoints are detected by Harris-Affine detector, and patches are extracted with the scaling factor of 3. The evaluation metric is mAP, which computed as the area under the precision-recall curve derived from the nearest neighbor matching.
We compare to SIFT, L2Net, HardNet, and DOAP. To compare fairly, all the learned descriptors share the same architecture as L2Net, and all of them are trained with the same training data (Liberty with data augment or full Brown dataset with data augment). The results for L2Net, HardNet and DOAP are obtained using their publicly released models. From results in Fig. 4 
D. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss how the piecewise loss contributes to the final performance and what kinds of confusion have positive effect for learned descriptors. Then the influence of the hyperparameter will be analyzed.
1) IMPORTANCE OF THE PIECEWISE FUNCTION
In this subsection, we intend to study the influence of the piecewise loss function. Therefore, we train the descriptor with and without the piecewise function. Firstly, we directly add the Pairwise Confusion (PC) Loss [46] to HardNet loss to train the CNN descriptor, but the descriptor cannot achieve good performance. We infer that simply adding the confusion loss to train the descriptor is invalid, as the learned descriptors are different from the classifiers in fine-grained recognition problems. Then, we use Eq. 7 and add confusion without the piecewise function, to train CNN descriptor. However, the network did not convergence. Details are shown in Table 5 . We can find that using the piecewise loss function with confusion to train descriptors get better performance than descriptors trained by other loss functions with confusion. The most difference between Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 is that Eq. 6 adds confusion to train when the descriptor achieves a good state, but Eq. 7 adds confusion in all the training time.
2) THE INFLUENCE OF THE TYPE OF CONFUSION
In our experiments, we find that the types of confusion is important. Three types of confusion will be compared here. The first confusion loss is the proposed loss Eq. 6. And the other two confusion losses are shown as Eq. 8 and Eq. 9, respectively.
· ω i max 1+d(a i , p i )−D min (i), 0
where D ran (i) = d(a i , p k ), k = i, and it means the distance between a i and a random example p k . The first confusion loss is the confusion of positive distance and a maximum negative distance. The second one is the confusion of positive distance and a minimum negative distance. And the last one is the confusion of positive distance and a random negative distance. All descriptors are trained with the same hyperparameters. Table 6 shows the results of these losses in different tasks. We can find that all descriptors, which are trained under the piecewise loss of confusion, can get better performance than HardNet. The proposed loss in Eq. 6 can train the best descriptor in our experiments.
3) THE INFLUENCE OF HYPERPARAMETER
In this subsection, we intend to analyze the influence of . We train the ConfusionNet model on Liberty with chosen in [0.1 0.9] and monitor the average of FPR95 on subsets of Notre Dame and Yosemite, and the mAP of different tasks on HPatches dataset. All results are shown as Fig. 5 .
The results are similar to HardNet when belongs to [0.1, 0.2]. We infer that few of training examples can attain η i < 0.2, so the piecewise loss with confusion is usually similar to the HardNet loss. However, ConfusionNet will become worse than HardNet if we set ≥ 0.7. In this case, the loss is similar to the confusion and the model could learn wrong information and destroy the test performance. In our experiments, we find that ConfusionNet become better than HardNet if belonging to [0.4, 0.6], and it can get the best performance when = 0.5. ConfusionNet improves the performance in patch retrieval and image matching, but it is hard to improve the performance in patch verification because the proposed loss does not add the extra metric loss to lessen the distance between the anchor and the positive example. Our experiments show that the threshold of the proposed loss is an important parameter for training the local descriptor. However, now it is not a learned parameter and we need to set it before training the descriptor. In our future work, we may design a method for automatical determination of the threshold.
4) TRAINING AND EXTRACTION SPEED
We use a GTX1080ti GPU in Pytorch Library. Confusion-Net takes near 2.5 hours to reaches maximum performance. Similar to HardNet, ConfusionNet can extract descriptors at the speed of approximately 36.8K patch/sec, because the ConfusionNet does not add extra step or module to improve the performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new and novel piecewise loss with confusion for learning better local feature descriptors. The proposed loss function intends to keep the ratio between positive distance and closest negative distance stable, and it can improve the performances of learned descriptor by reducing overfitting. The resulting descriptor, named Confu-sionNet, achieves state-of-the-art performance without extra test time in the tasks of patch verification, image matching, and patch retrieval. We have conducted a series of experiments to confirm and analysis the importance of the piecewise loss function and the type of confusion. In our future work, we will design a method for automatical determination of the threshold and extend the piecewise loss function with confusion to more applications such as image classification and retrieval.
